
LA625 900219 Self healing by self process 

three classes in self healing 

     Of self preserving and there is no one person on the planet who does not know how to heal himself and if a person doesn't heal 

himself, automatically result of that is that you have to face the tragedy. The ideological concept of branding people, so and so is 

honest, so and so is corrupt is not true. There are people who can heal themselves, there are people who cannot heal them self. 

Those who cannot heal themself fall apart one way or the other. Those who can, they survive on the path. Nobody can stop. That is 

a law of nature. Law of nature and law of life are not subject to human. They are beyond the approach of the human ego. If you 

really want to look at the facts of life humans are very limited. They do not exist on the radar of the cosmic energy except a ray of 

pranic has been released to live and presses through path of commitment so that it can come back home happily. That is all it  is 

about folks. I do not know why we have thousands and millions of books and religious people and temple and churches and 

training and education and all that. I have never understood that all. It has no purpose. Actually purpose is very simple. One ray 

discharged to live through a test of time and get to the channel of commitment reach the power of sacrifice, those seven step of 

happiness and come back home, that is the test. If it cannot do it, it has to go from 8.4 million lifestyle time and get a chance 

again. There is nothing in between. So as sun sets and sun rises and earth moves and weather happens and weather goes on and all 

that, whatever is happening is all in harmony. No money is beyond harmony, nobody is higher than others. Each one has to live a 

karma, a life. For certain people lust is love. For certain people love is love. Now a person who is in a lust you cannot tell that 

person with any logic, reason, explanation what love is. A person who is in love, you cannot put him in a lust. Not practical , not 

possible. That is what you have to understand. The maya has been set around us to divert and that is the tst. In Christianity they 

call it a Satan. In other things they call it a demon. But you will never understand life until your life is challenged by death and 

that happens almost four times. Fifth time the physical body has to die and there is no other way out. I have seen philosophers, I 

have seen religious people, I am sixty years old. I have seen everybody is corrupt. I would have been very corrupt myself. If I  

would have realized, infinity is beyond infinity. So long you can define infinity you are corrupt. And that is how bad it is. So 

branding people what they enjoy and what they don't enjoy, what they believe and what they don't believe. That doesn't make any 

sense. Strength is in trust. Strength is not in an human and it is show and it is facade. 

      Towards that end I am teaching these three classes in self healing and I will teach them stage by stage. You may not come, you 

come it is none of my business but I feel that some of you need to make in this lifetime their journey unto God. And we wait so 

long. What is my use if you can only do little bit here, little bit there. These classes are going to be very serious and they require to 

be attended by serious students who are interested in themself. These are not show classes. Actually according to my schedule this 

month I didn't deserve to teach one class. But seeing a lot of pain and seeing people in a lot of pain I thought it is better  to give 

them their inner realization. Let them reach their own self and naturally when it comes to calling there are always very few people 

who are serious about themself.      Just remember by faculty man is only serious about his environments. Do you understand that. 

That is maya. That is reflection. And people who are very serious about their environments, their fr iendship, their food, their 

clothing, whole thing. You will find them. If you calculate all their serious efforts. Write it down the time, you will be shocked. 

They will left within no time to be serious about themself. That is why people do not do sadhana. They do not do meditation. They 

do not follow their own inner self. Because the insecurity is a very grabbing situation. Everybody wants to look good, wants to be 

good, to rise to the time which he is confronting or she is confronting. Nobody understands this confrontation is a total maya. It 

has not truth in it. 

      You can be extremely, extremely ill. They call it "Keow" stage. Your tongue. You can't even open a mouth. If that stage even 

happens to you, your body can be radiantly shining. And it is true. But you may be absolutely healthy and well polished and well 

circumstantially correct but you may not be at all attractive.  

     Nobody understands God but there is nobody who doesn't understand four times in his lifetime God. Four times your life faces 

demise, death and at that time your life changes. Nobody can escape that rule. There are certain rules. They call them law of 

nature. Nobody is powerful enough to surmount them. They are as powerful as life is. 

      I was this morning, talking to a lady. I know her. By profession she is a prostitute. And I know her twenty years ago and one 

day we were sitting and we were discussing and she made meals for me and those days it was very difficult to find somebody who 

could make a food. And that was the day of George Washington's birthday. And some student brought food for me and we had it 

because that was the day when normally there was no shop open and the lady who was supposed to make my meals even locked the 

refrigerator and left in the care of one of the person and he could not even believe that there is a possibility of food that day. So I 

told him I said, "I am lying down and I am asleep but food will come if God wants it but don't eat it all alone. If I am sleeping 

wake me." And somehow that was the day the food came. 

      So that story went out that. And this woman thought that it is good to feed this man. So she made next day meal for me and we 

were sitting and eating and I said, "Why you made this meal for me?" She said, "I don't think you will like to eat from my hand?" I 

said, "Why, what is wrong with you. You are full fledged human being." She said, "No my profession is very bad." I said, "What 

profession can be bad?" "If it is a profession it can't be bad." She said, "No, I am a prostitute." I said, "What is wrong with that?" 



"Maybe you like it." She said, "You don't hate me?" I said, "Who am I to hate? God could have made a prostitute out of me. Who 

can tell him what to do? Maybe your destiny, your karma, your actions and reactions." And in Siri Guru Granth at the time of 

death if your mind goes into a woman next life is a prostitute. It is a Kabir Shabad and I read it to her. I said, "I can't hate you. On 

this earth I said, there is nothing to hate because here we come to go through action and reaction and if we do not find our inner 

consistency we all are in trouble. So why you feel you are in trouble and I should hate you. Come on eat.  

     So we sat together and ate and we talked. And she said, "Is there any chance for me to redeem myself." I said, "The only way 

you can redeem yourself don't try to redeem yourself." She said, "You mean I cannot redeem myself." I said, "I didn't say that." 

"You asked me a question right? We are eating meals and we are having a fun isn't that true. And you made with such a love and 

affection and you are a very blond looking young woman and you asked me a very simple question and you have not lied to me. 

First of all you have trusted me that I am a spiritual man. Whether I am or not is up to me. But as far as you are concerned you 

have trusted me. You are asking me, can I heal myself? She said, "That is true." I said, "Yes. Only leave yourself to God not  to 

your ego. If you try to heal then it is you again and that is a spiritual prostitution. What you are doing now is only physical 

prostitution and I do not know you are prostitute or not. You have said it. But if you try to heal yourself then it is a spir itual 

prostitution and I am willing to say it." She said, "What should I do?" I said, "My advice to you is just relax and ask the God to 

heal you. Ask the Guru to heal you." She said, "Can you give me some words of the Guru?" And I gave her those words which 

normally are in the ........... 

GM150 as the way you wish me O Lord, heal me, keep me, save me, as you wish me. It is a very beautiful prayer of the Guru and 

between God and Guru there is no distance. So, once said she understood it.  

     And today is also George Washington's day and President's day and I happened to be pleased to talk to the same person and it is 

almost twenty years lat%r. I was talking to a highly elevated, perfect human being. And wh%n I was reminded I didn't have to be 

reminded. On the very first note I heard the voice.  

     It is not what you can do, it is not what you cannot do. It is how much nearness in your heart you can find within you and God. 

Love is a union. Love creates union. Lust creates union. There are two words, remember this.  

     When I was in Germany my doctor was examining me. You know in Germany they have got so many electric little gadgets, you 

sometimes can't even believe how come these guys have all these things and they don't ask you any questions. They ask you, touch 

this in hand, touch this way, touch this way and they run meters. And they make notes and they later on sit down and they start in 

German and they translate and they say, do you have this thing, do you have this thing, do you get this thing. I mean things come 

out to be so clear what you can do. How much you can switch it around and later on I told him, I told him, I said, "You know I get 

very sick." He said, "No, I don't think you are sick. I think there are two ways to get healthy." I said, "What is it?" He said, "Go to 

your original source of food or suffer." And I just broke up in a laughter. I said, "This I have been teaching for twenty years." 

      Go to your original source. Go to your soul, go to your spirit. Go to your self. Find it out. Don't waste the preciousness of life 

for a temporary gain permanently. That is the name of the game. For one little mistake you miss the take. Mistake is a very precise 

English word. You miss the take. What you have to take you miss it and you keep on missing the take each of the time and take is 

a very beautiful Gurmukhi word. "Tek" means which support. "Satguru teree tek." "Tek" also means support. So under all 

circumstances healing is a self conscious process. God heals you. Herbs heal you. Environments and opportunity heals you if it has 

to be healed. A doctor diagnoses and heals you, suggests you. But sometimes diagnose cannot be wrong, cannot be right. 

      In our Greek history there was a great doctor. But what name you call in Greek I will not. I know the name but I won't 

mention, I want you to research it out. But his real name in the vernacular is Dr. Luchman. He was the master of medicine. He was 

that who produces out of nothing God and all that. In those days things were very simple and realistic. They were not so 

complicated as it is today. So. A funny thing happened. A lady came to him and asked him, "I have come at your door. I have 

traveled long distance. My daughter is dying of diarrhea. I need help. I couldn't bring her because there was no support. So I 

came." He said, "Come mother." He touched her hand. He said, "Your real daughter." "Yes." So he gave her four pills. He said, 

"Take them home and immediately give her one. Diarrhea will stop. In case it doesn't stop give the second one. If still you feel that 

it has not stopped then only give the third one but don't give any more. And let me know." Next day the lady was at the door. He 

said, "What happened?" She said, "My daughter died." He said, "What?" She said, "She died." "Are you sure?" She said, "Yes, she 

is dead. I am telling you that she died." He said, "I gave you those four pills." She said, "That is true." She said, "I gave her one. It 

didn't stop. I gave her second. It didn't stop. I gave her third. It didn't stop. I even gave her the fourth. It didn't stop and she died 

right in my hand." He said, "Don't worry. If this has happened then I know what I have to do." So he told his disciples bring all the 

books of knowledge and store them in the center yard and put wood on it and put oil on it and let us burn the whole thing. This 

knowledge he said is worthless. So whatever he said goes. They were not American students they were students. So they started 

bringing all the books and everything and he just went on the side very, very sad and somebody tapped on his shoulder. He looked 

around. He found an angel. It said, "Luckman. You think your tablets are wrong?" He said, "Yes. This knowledge s wrong. What 

are you talking tablets. Look this daughter has died." He said, "You gave four tablets." He said, "Yes." "This lady has told you that 

she gave these four tablets." He said, "That is true." "And you are sure those tablets should have healed her." He said, "I am sure." 



He opened the hand, he said, "What do you see in them?" He looked and he said, "These are my four tablets." He said, "When she 

was putting in her mouth I was taking them because the orders were to take her back home. So you should not worry about burning 

all these books. You are just a way to give people heal whom God wants to heal. Don't become so egocentric that you think you are 

the healer. God is the healer and he gave you the knowledge to heal. You are supposed to diagnose. He is "sirsla." There is a word 

called "sisla". That means continued. A helps B, B helps C, C helps D. The entire human psyche is part of the entire universal 

electromagnetic field. Electromagnetic psyche of the individual is part of the electromagnetic field and it is nurtured by that 

frequency and that touch. And continuity as we live through our life, our life changes. 

    I have requested you for these classes. Tomorrow I won't teach. I will be attending a dinner of Swami Satchitananda who is my 

friend and I made it obligatory on my part to go but I will teach you two more classes day after. But these are things which 

normally after twenty years I have tried to teach. Because I think some of you have continued enough. And you can understand 

certain things. Actually what I am trying to tell you is that mind over matter is not a concept. It is a science, it is a reality. And that 

part I am liking to tell you today and I am asking you to understand how powerful certain things, you will feel, you will understand 

and you will realize. Seriously. It is no joke. Sometimes you will ask why people die. In India produced the greatest Ved of all, 

Danvantri. Ved Danvantri was the master of the house and he not only left for people the medicine to heal them. He predicted in 

year 1990 so many people will be born. They will be classified in such a way. They will die in such a way. They will have such and 

such disease and such a such herb will heal if they reach it. He predicted mankind healing future. Because it is very easy. The 

frequency of magnetic field in the triple sense of its inverted centripetal and centrifugal force as diverted and as projected and also 

correlated by the electro magnetic field of the universe. The frequency can be caused by the unit to the master and the master 

question can answer and that answer in atoms can be prescribed and you can understand the herb. You don't understand. There are 

one hundred and eight elements basic and they have like water is HO2. Ozone is O3, no big deal. So what is your frequency of 

your psyche and as is project by two forces. Centripetal and centrifugal, one goes inside, one goes outside. That combination is life. 

Life is not what you live. That is not life. Life is that force and that frequency. If you can calculate its signal connection with the 

electromagnetic field of the universe you can understand what formula, what frequency it sinals at. At that frequency you can 

interpret the metal or the element and if you give that it will be absolutely correct. 

      There are three gunas. We were discussing that day. Somebody said, "Yogiji, why you feel you are sick?" I said, "Why should 

not I feel I sick. I experimented myself, offered myself for the food which I should have never taken. And I am just paying the 

karma. It is not that I am upset about it." He said, "Looks bad." I said, "At that time it looked good." They wanted one person who 

can experiment 84 days, ninety days with meat. And I offered myself. And on the 84th day. I fell flat. I was taken to hospital. I was 

absolutely sick. And it was not that bad either. But it was a pure meat diet. Absolutely nothing else. Not potatoes or other 

vegetables or stuff. And I experimented. Now, not paying the cost of it. Why not? Body is a temple, a purity. If you put a dynamite 

under its feet and blow up one wall, you think you are not going to have reaction. 

      People in Los Angeles they should buy water and air by bags. People in Los Angeles they think are very corrupt and crazy and 

all that. I think they are pure angels. Everybody has an angel on his shoulder. They have three angels. One on their head, two to 

keep them straight. If you look at airplane landing at the Los Angeles airport and look at the grey air, you will understand what 

grey zone you are entering. Well down here with these eyes we can't see it anyway and we do not understand we are breathing no 

prana and the popularity of life does cost us a lot. So in the rhythm of life there is still a chance that within you lies the pure and 

absolutely pure energy. Absolutely pure energy. Because you lived without breath of life in the womb of the mother. And your 

pattern of life food wise are those neurons pattern which your mother ate when you were in the womb of life. It is not what you eat 

now that matters at all. The medical science is looking into genes and all that stuff. No it is not true. Your life is already set, 

constructively on the frequency of the food which was intake, the water intake and the air intake and the mental intake and mental 

exposure of your mother. Your basic element is your seed quality of the spermatozoa of the father, how healthy it was. Maybe 

before the world is destroyed again you will find out the genes and their combinations and then you will calculate a lot of stuff. 

      But tonight we will start with our healing class. Self healing by self process. There is no gimmick in it. It is a very simple 

scientific situation and we will go. It is not hard class. It is not a soft class. It is just a healing class. You understand that? If you 

understand that then you understand a lot of things. If you don't you don't. There is a possibility that while doing certain exercises 

you may feel pain in certain organs of the body. And that is the act of your own nerves. No angel is coming in or no demon is 

going to take you over. Body has its own action and reaction. Its own electric force and its own electromagnetic field and its own 

nervous system. It is also very automatic and lives by the breath of life which you enjoy through that energy you act and react. So 

here we go today to process our own healing process so that we can realize our own vitality. Basic these three classes are to feel, let 

me feel my vitality. Is that okay? Please. You take these two fingers and three of these. This is my folks right hand. This is my 

right hand. Take three fingers of the right hand and two fingers of the left hand and just sit down and chin in and chest out and 

pressurize. Don't do anything else. Just simple, calm, action. As much maximum you can put your chest out and chin in. What you 

are doing is putting a thyroid and parathyroid under a strict pressure and you are asking the Jupiter and Saturn to connect 



 
11 minutes: eyes at the tip of your nose, 

Breathe  through the mouth   

tongue pressuring the upper palate and 

breathing through the tongue. 

put pressure on hypothalamus. Exhale 

through the nose 

 

with the sun energy 35 on the other side of the hand. I am also giving a 

scientific explanation how the psyche is changing inside. One finger. The 

three fingers you have are Jupiter, Saturn and Sun. It means Jupiter. Jupiter 

means you are having a yellow sapphire. Saturn you are having a blue 

sapphire and sun you are taking ruby out. On the other side you are having a 

yellow and blue sapphire. Elementary go and take their chemistry, write it 

down. You will be surprised. Now what we are going to intermix it with the 

thyroid. Thyroid is a very strong gland and it does control your 

metabolism to a certan extent but it is subject by the pituitary and 

pituitary is subjected by the pineal. So please understand. Now we are 

going to be effectively working on our glandular system. Glands are the 

guardian of health and when glands start failing you go wacko. So chest 

out, chin in, and this is the yoga set you might have seen differently in all 

tantric books. It is a very qualifying thing. Now put your eyes not closed 

but at the tip of your nose. And breathe like this. Now with the tongue. 

Tongue with the upper palate. And when you cannot breathe any more 

exhale. You are at your own. Tongue with upper palate, put pressure on 

hypothalamus. Exhale through the nose. Breathe through the mouth, 

tongue pressuring the upper palate and breathing through the tongue. It 

will change you exact in couple of minutes. It is by force drinking the air. 

You have to apply force. Not easy. It is not Sitali pranayam. Sitali 

pranayam is hold your tongue and breathe. No, you have to apply your 

entire force. Air must come through. Even in Los Angeles there are pranas. 

And when you totally fill it up and then let it go through the nose. I want you to experiment with yourself. Not that just be 

ritualistic about it. I want you to honestly apply yourself and feel it. Spine straight, chin in, chest out. Sitting above board. 

Breathing with the utmost force. You are drinking air with your own force. You are not breathing voluntarily or automatically. Sit 

straight. Don't bend forward. Sit straight. Put chest out, chin in. Get to the posture. Breathe forcefully. It may be itchy in certain 

cases but that is not unexpected. In English this breathing is called MM kiss. Master Monkey Kiss. You know the guerilla. They 

didn't name him guerilla. They named him master monkey. So if you see gorillas kissing they are very heavy. There is a possibility 

that mouth and its taste may change. You may feel different. It is all right. That is how the breath will sound. And you have 

balanced the Saturn and Jupiter. The only outstanding combination at this time is your uby ring. And that is your ring finger  or we 

call it sun finger. Breathe by utmost force. Consolidate your energy and your activity. Consolidate your activity. Concentrate on 

yourself. Don't let your mind run you away. Use this opportunity to produce the desired effect. Without action there is no 

achievement. When you will finish with it then we can discuss it. Right now don't take it lightly, seriously apply yourself. Inhale 

deep. Hold tight. Let it go. All the way out. Hold it out. Inhale deep. Hold it in tight. Let it go. Let it go all the way out. Hold 

it out. Inhale deep, deep, deep. Hold it tight. Relax.50 

11 minutes:Holding 

out was ten seconds. 

Holding in was 

fifteen seconds. we 

took three breaths. 

Stretch your arms a 

little bit like this 

please and take the 

sun finger and this 

is your exercise 

now. We are going 

to have a music 

with it and you will rhythm. 51 You will  rhythm the spine but you will touch the sun finger, the ring finger. This is how you 

will go. Bring the energy, magnetic field inside and you will move your upper body, flex it, that is all. Hands are used only 

to flex the body. Hands are not used the flex the hands.  (Pavan, pavan, pavan para paran..... tape is played by Guru Shabad 

Singh.)Inhale deep. Deep, hold the breath. Let it go all the way out. Hold it out. Inhale. Hold it in. Let it go. All the  way please. 



  
Jupiter & Sun 

    Sx          dx 

 Wink Eyes.  

Take it all the way out. Hold it out. Inhale deep. Deep. And hold it tight. Relax. Are you 

ready for a little more or you are done? Now we have to complete it anyway. I just want the 

public consensus opinion. All right.  

11 minutes:Take these sun finger and just lock it like this and the Jupiter finger like this 

and lock only the sun finger between them. Very convenient. And cross it on the heart 

line. You know where your nipples are. They can be up or down I do not know. You know 

your nipples. Almost it has to be parallel. The psyche has to be parallel with the earth and 

with the mind, mental mind is between these two nipples and the nose the point comes 

there you lock, there you keep your neck this. And move your eyes like this as quick and 

you can. Move, move, move. As fast as you can move your eyes move. Normally you move 

and you are afraid but now you move them voluntarily. Fast. You won't like to move, I know 

that. I mean this is a posture which has no fear but you have to reverse it. It is a what they 

call it. It is a classic homeopathy. Like kind potency is increased it heals. So that is the same 

system we are using in this. It is not a big deal. In this posture your body redeems fear and 

fear is what? Danger of disease. Coming disease, tomorrow disease. Those dangers are fears 

and you may not know but your unconscious knows it. So just wink your eyes fast as you can. 

Now two things you have to do, you have to sing it with the tongue and you have to move 

your eyes fluttering. It is impossible what I am saying. If you start chanting (Healme) you 

won't be in a position to flutter, if you flutter you can't chant but you have to do both. 

We are trying to control "domukhi nada vayu" in the body. Now keep on winking and 

fast. I want the automatic nerve to split from your. Sing and wink. Don't you understand it is 

impossible but this is the only chance we have prepared ourselves. Keep on winking. That is 

important. Eyes. Eyes. Wink, wink, wink. That is the problem you have to keep winking. Chant it from heart but wink. Wink, 

wink, wink. These are all affirmations. You can sing them.  

Inhale deep and stretch your hands as maximum you can opposite. Not opposite, right here. Stretch it, hold the breath. 

Hold it tight. Let it go. Inhale deep again. Hold it. And stretch your fingers, pressure to the maximum, don't let it break 

open. Let it go. Inhale again deep. Hold it tight and now condense your body, that like a steel. Not only that stretch should 

be there but entire body make into a full solid self. Relax. May the long time sun shine upon you...... 

     Sat Nam. Now you please talk to each other and negotiate and do anything like human. Tomorrow you can eat normal but day 

after when you come from midday onward to the class use everything citrus. Tomorrow you eat whatever you want. Only citrus 

after lunch.  

     There is a very special honorable job which normally I give  

as Siri Singh Sahib by selection has fallen vacant. It is a privileged job. It is not it belongs to a rich person or a poor person, 

healthy person, or unhealthy, married or unmarried. It is a job of grit, faith, self consciousness and etc, etc, etc. Normally I just 

nominate a person. I have one person in my mind, but just now an idea came to me, if you have any idea that you are willing to a 

job which is very stern, disciplined and absolutely eloquent consciousness. It is not a job for a freak or anybody else. It is a seva, no 

money will be paid, rather you will be asked to pay for getting that job. I have in my mind somebody I am going to give that job to 

him, whatever the case is, I am not going to commit myself. However please if you are. I have to fill it in one or two days. That is a 

special territory of Siri Singh Sahib in consciousness. It is not human for me as far as I am concerned. Please give your names to 

Nirinjan. In casa Nirinjan Kaur is my chief of staff. She can have the names. The job will be in the morning at the Ambrosial  hour 

and you will be really in that risk to do it. In the sense it is very painful getting in the morning and it is a job you have to do 

whether it is rain or there is a storm or it is cold or it is warm. You have got to do it. However. It is only to make this 

announcement to give you a chance. To give you names. You may be selected. Nothing is promised. So don't expect because you 

gave a name, why not? Maybe next lifetime but well, you know it is not everybody's affair. However suggestively I will say you 

give your names to Nirinjan and we will look into it. But I have made up my mind to a lot the job to somebody. But I think little 

democracy is going on in Europe and everywhere. We should use that privilege. So in case you, today is Monday, tomorrow is 

Tuesday. You have a limit to midday Wednesday. After that if you don't send your name. But I will promise you one thing I will 

give you a kind consideration. But I do not promise it. There are certain areas my apologies. I am ot competent to decide. It  is not 

my competence. Normally we will give these kind of jobs to however the divine wants it. We may be very phony because we are 

very near to divine, not anybody else, but take it or leave it. That is how it works. Now what should I say it. You have to shake 

your hands and body little bit and get loose. It was earthquake or truck passing, Los Angeles is meant to shake. Please shake a 

little bit, feel funny. Good night and God bless you. I will see you 7:30 Wednesday. So it means till Wednesday I am in the city. It 

is a confinement but it is okay. 


